LITTLE CROW PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
ANNUAL Digital CONTEST
Each member may submit 2 photos for each category.
Each photo is to have your name, the category, and the name of
the picture incorporated into the title by using T, N, P, C
Example. 2 Traditional entries T-joedoe1.jpg T-joedoe2.jpg
Enter photos that have not won in past Contests.
Photos should be sized to 1280 wide or 960 tall.
Traditional – A traditional photo is not limited in subject matter. No manipulation or enhancement, only cropping is accepted. Filters may be used in taking
the photo. T-joedoe1.jpg T-joedoe2.jpg
.
Nature – Nature photographs of all nature such as, wildlife (no pets or domestic animals), plant life (no cultivated plants), natural landscapes, etc. Human elements must not be present such as, roads, signs, fences, bird houses,
overhead wires, etc. Scientific banding on wild life animals is acceptable but
animals must be in the wild. No mounted specimens or obviously set arrangements, no manipulations. The story telling values of the photo will be weighed
along with the pictorial quality. Cropping is allowed.
N-joedoe1.jpg N-joedoe2.jpg
Photojournalism – Photos shall consist of pictures with information content
and emotional impact, including human interest, documentary and spot news.
The journalistic value of the photograph will be considered along with the pictorial quality. No manipulations. Cropping is allowed.
P-joedoe1.jpg P-joedoe2.jpg
Creative – There is no subject matter limitations.
Any photographic process can be used in its creation.
Manipulations and enhancements are encouraged.
C-joedoe1.jpg C-joedoe2.jpg

Set Up and Voting for Digital Contest
~Each paid up member will be able to vote. Voting slips will be available for
each category.
~Members only will vote.
~Vote for the two photos you like best. Vote 1-10 for each photo. Follow
guidelines on each voting sheet.
~Two people for each category will total and write down the 1st and 2nd place
winning photo numbers.
~If a tie, everyone will vote again on the tied photos.
~The four 1st place winning photos will be voted on again for “Best of Show”.
~Announce winners them tell about their photo.
~Prizes given for 1st, 2nd, and “Best of Show”.

